
Subwa� Men�
300 Roger Lane, Miles City, USA, United States

+14062349764 - http://www.subway.com

A complete menu of Subway from Miles City covering all 16 courses and drinks can be found here on the card.
For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Subway:
The drive thru is a mess . Subway is okay as usual. Need to have person on window so it runs

smoother.Wheelchair accessibility: Have good handicap parking right up front read more. The restaurant is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like

about Subway:
Came in at 8 o clock, hours are till 9 and the gentleman behind the counter asked how many sandwiches I said 2

he told me 1 and then told someone in the back to lock the doors. Not friendly, bad employees and horrible
customer service. Thank God I won't be going there again as I was passing through town, but word to travelers
watch out. read more. At Subway in Miles City, you get a abundant brunch in the morning and you can at will

pamper, There are also some international meals to choose from on the menu. Would you rather enjoy the food
at home or on a special occasion like a celebration? Thanks to the in-house catering, that's no problem, For a

snack, you can also have the delicious sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks.
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P�z�
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PUTO

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Brea�
BISCUITS
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VEGETARIAN
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VEGETABLES

MEAT

ONION
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CHEESE
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PIZZA
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